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Abstract

We have examined friction performance, friction surface structure and chemistry of a carbon/silicon carbide ceramic brake disc tested against an organic pad in air, and water spray environment. An average friction coefficient of 0.52 and 0.4 for a braking stop is achieved after bedding in air for a composite disc comprising 53.1% and 17.7% SiC/Si, respectively. It is identified that 100% SiC/Si and ~50% C/C regions contribute the friction measurement. Tested in water spray, both brakes show a substantial fall of friction coefficient to a level <0.1. Evidences are provided for the existence of hydrodynamic friction. Friction transfer materials removal, SiC region polishing, and lower real contact pressure reinforce hydrodynamic process that a ceramic composite brake can experience.
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1. Introduction

Carbon fibre reinforced carbon-silicon carbide (Cf/C-SiC), also called carbon/silicon carbide (C/SiC), ceramic composite has been progressively used as a replacement of cast iron for producing brake discs used in high performance cars since such application was successfully demonstrated more than a decade ago.\textsuperscript{1} By now, almost all commercial Cf/C-SiC brake discs are paired with pads that are made of so-called low metallic friction material (also called organic pads), a type of composite that all abrasives, lubricants, fillers and reinforcements are bonded by resin. Metallic ingredients are included to improve the wear resistance, thermal diffusivity and mechanical robustness\textsuperscript{2}. Organic pads themselves are widely used to pair with a cast iron brake disc for a brake in a road vehicle. As known already, friction performance of a brake is highly sensible to the composition of such type of friction material\textsuperscript{3,4,5,6,7}. However, there is not yet sufficient tribological knowledge published about a friction pair that consists of Cf/C-SiC and low metallic friction material, whilst one may expect that extensive testing must have been done in industry to achieve/optimise the required friction performance of a carbon ceramic brake, as noted by Krenkel in the early time\textsuperscript{8}.

In the past years, a number of papers have been published on the tribological performance of carbon ceramic composite tested against itself under specific testing conditions, aiming for self-mated friction application. In general, cracking damage induced by abrasion in the contact regions, and oxidation caused by friction heat are the essential tribological mechanisms that govern the friction performance of a brake and its variation with testing conditions.\textsuperscript{9,10,11} However, such knowledge can hardly be transferred and applied to a carbon
ceramic disc paired with an organic pad, because the structure and chemistry of the friction contact regions are changed, leading to different chemical and mechanical processes involved in braking.

C$_f$/C-SiC composite brake disc was recently tested and studied against organic pads$^{12,13,14}$, and sintered metallic materials$^{15}$, on a testing car, full-scale dynamometer, or laboratory-scale dynamometer. The studies have demonstrated that testing results generated from laboratory-scale dynamometer can provide sufficient understanding for predicting what could happen for a brake tested on a testing car, or a full-scale dynamometer$^{12,13}$. It was found that, among all tests, there exists a clear bedding stage that significant numbers of braking stop are needed for a brake to achieve a stable friction coefficient. Examination of friction surface has revealed that in general friction transfer layer is not easily deposited on the friction surface of a carbon ceramic disc with a strong bond$^{16}$. Based on such prior knowledge, we are further motivated to know how the variation of ceramic constituents in C$_f$/C-SiC composites would influence the friction coefficient at bedded stage, and the bedding process as well.

For a traditional cast iron brake disc, when it is tested against typical organic or sintered pads, a friction transfer layer, typically composed of a dense mixture of iron oxides and compounds such as lubricants, fillers and abrasives that originated from pads$^{4,17}$, is fairly easily developed with a strong bond through fusing with iron matrix. Therefore, the focus of a cast iron brake has always been on the friction layer development on the contact surface of a pad, because it is the friction surface of a pad that largely dictates the bedding time required for a cast iron brake, as well as the level of friction coefficient after bedding. For a carbon ceramic brake,
however, this is not the case, as demonstrated already\textsuperscript{14,18}, and brake disc could take longer time than pad to complete the bedding. Therefore, attention on friction surface of the disc is necessary.

On the other hand, the weak bond of a friction transfer layer on surface of a carbon ceramic disc likely makes the layer very susceptible to solvents\textsuperscript{16}, like water, when they are involved in friction contact regions. When friction transfer layer becomes a key factor in defining the friction performance of a brake, the loss of a friction transfer layer might bring significant change of friction coefficient of a carbon ceramic composite brake. By now, all studies on carbon ceramic composite brakes are conducted in ambient air atmosphere, their friction behaviour in wet is remained as unknown at least in literature, if not in industry. We will therefore examine its friction behaviour when a carbon ceramics brake is tested in a wet environment.

However, friction performance in solvent for a cast iron brake does not seem to be a main concern. For the mostly used testing standard, SAE J2522\textsuperscript{19}, testing in wet environment is not even included in the suggested testing programme. However, recent studies\textsuperscript{20,21} demonstrated that friction coefficient of a cast iron brake could fall in wet environment, and the fall was enhanced by the increase of sliding speed or the reduction of braking pressure. The underpinned mechanism for the fall was believed to be associated to (a) the loss of friction transfer layer from friction surfaces of disc and pads; (b) the formation of water film that can reinforce the hydrodynamic process of contact surfaces; (c) the cooling of the friction surfaces
that might reduce friction contact region. Therefore, it is interesting to know how the friction coefficient of a carbon ceramic composite brake is governed when it is operated in a wet environment.

2. Experimental procedures

2.1. Materials for brakes

Two commercial C/C-SiC composites were chosen to be brake discs on the basis that they provide significantly different content of SiC/Si and carbon fibre/carbon (C/C) constituents. Information on their microstructure was analysed, and is reported in Results and discussion section. For a brake including a composite disc with a high fraction of SiC/Si, we hereafter called Brake-H, and the one with a low fraction called Brake-L. Grade BS EN 1561 grey cast iron was chosen to be manufactured into a brake disc, and then tested under same conditions as for the composite discs.

A commercial brake pad (Pagid PV30 V3, TMD Friction, Inc.) was selected, and machined into a pad fitting to the testing set up. Same pad was tested against all ceramic composite and cast iron discs. Due to commercial reasons, it is unlikely to know the details of chemicals in this pad. However, its main chemical elements and microstructure were analyzed, and are reported in Results and discussion section.

2.2 Brake disc and pad manufacture
All testing discs have a diameter of 60 mm and thickness of 15 mm, and were directly cored from the as-supplied material blocks by using core drill, followed by grinding to achieve the flatness and parallel requirements on friction surface. All testing surfaces were polished using a KEMET lapping machine (Kent, UK). Polishing was carried out using three grades of diamond slurry: 68, 8 and 3 μm, started from the coarse one and finished with the finest. The fine surface finish was adapted to minimise the difference of surface topography among the as-finished friction surface, which might influence the friction measurement. The drawing of the disc is shown in Figure 1 (a).

The as-acquired pads were first cut into a ring shape with outer diameter (OD) of 50 mm, inner diameter (ID) of 38 mm and height of 4 mm, followed by further machining to remove material off from the ring to achieve two symmetrically positioned arc segments; each segment corresponds to a quarter of the total length of the ring. The drawing of the pad is shown in Figure 1 (b). The surface of the as-machined pad was finished by 500 grade SiC sand paper before being used for test.

2.3 Braking test

The friction testing was conducted on a laboratory-scale dynamometer with inertia of 4.70 gm². Details on this testing rig are available in reference 14. The testing procedure used in this study is summarised here. For each braking stop execution, a disc was firstly accelerated to a rotation speed of around 10,000 rpm ±10% by compressed air, equivalent to a sliding speed of 20m/s at the circular position having an effective radius of the friction contact track. Such a
sliding speed is close to the motorway braking speed of a front brake designed for high end automotive vehicles.\textsuperscript{22} Then, a pad was pushed onto the disc with a constant brake pressure of 3.6 MPa to decelerate the spinning of the disc until it was completely stopped. Note, braking pressure for a typical automotive vehicle is >1.2 MPa, and could be close to 10MPa in extreme situations,\textsuperscript{23} and the chosen pressure is inside this region. Same execution was repeated according to the requirements of each testing programme. For consecutive braking stop, the interval between executions was maintained the same as 5 seconds.

For each braking stop, the rotation speed, braking load, and braking torque were collected by a data logger with a capture frequency of 50 Hz. Friction coefficient was calculated using the following equation:

\[
\mu = \frac{T}{P_0 \times S_e \times R_e}
\]  

(1)

where \(T\) is braking torque, \(P_0\) braking pressure, \(S_e\) is the friction contact area \((s_e = \frac{1}{8} \times \pi \times (50^2 - 38^2) = 414.48 \text{ mm}^2)\), and \(R_e\) effective radius (22 mm here) of the friction contact track.

When a tested brake was bedded, water spray was applied to carry on the braking test. A water spray device was installed right above engaging position between disc and pad, as illustrated in Figure 2. Water was supplied from a tap by pushing through a shower head onto braking contact interface. Before wet test started, the bedded brake was showered for 1 min to have friction surfaces soaked with enough water. During testing, a constant flowing rate, \(\sim 1\)
litre/min, of water had been sprayed until the test programme was finished.

The braking test programme adapted in this study was started with an as-finished disc and pad on testing rig in ambient air environment, to have a brake fully bedded by completing bedding. A total of 200 braking stops were applied in a consecutive way. Then, braking test in water spray environment was followed with 20 braking stops applied in a consecutive way. In order to examine friction surface in-between braking executions, a separate test programme was conducted; at an interested point the tested disc was taken off from the rig for necessary characterisation, before it was reinstalled on the rig to carry on the prescribed test.

2.4 Surface characterization

The microstructure of a friction surface was examined by using optical microscopy (OM) on a MeF3 microscope (Reichert-Jung, Wien, Austria) under a polarized and differential interference contrast (DIC) lighting condition, and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) on Leo 1530vp FEG-SEM (Zeiss, Germany) under an accelerating voltage of 10 kV. Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDXS) (X-Max, FEI, USA) was used to examine the chemical composition.

Surface roughness, an arithmetic average of absolute values (Ra), was measured along the tangential direction of a braking contact track with a surface profilometer (Mitutoyo SJ210, UK) by using a tip of 1 μm in radius. The moving speed of the tip was 0.5mm/s and the scanning distance was 4mm with a cut off, or sampling length, of 0.5mm.
3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Microstructure and chemicals on as-finished surface of brake disc and pad

Representative OM images of as-polished surface of the two ceramic composite discs studied in this paper are shown in Figure 3. Cf/C, SiC and Si regions are clearly differentiated under a polarised and DIC lighting condition, and are labelled in each image. The composite disc used in Brake-H has a significantly high SiC and Si content than that in Brake-L. Carbon fibres in Brake-H are short ones, and those in Brake-L were long ones. It is noted that both ceramic composites are highly heterogeneous in terms of the size of SiC/Si and Cf/C regions, and their distribution on the surface. For a ceramic composite manufactured via silicon-melt infiltration, Si in SiC/Si regions is always surrounded by SiC that is developed through the reaction between silicon melt and carbon\(^{24}\); and carbon fibres in Cf/C regions are away wrapped by pyrolytic carbon (C) that could be derived from carbonaceous resins\(^{25}\), or gases\(^{26}\), depending on which manufacture route is used. Microstructure for this type of composite is detailed in literature\(^{27,28}\), and is out of the interest of this paper.

However, the relative content of the constituents may relate to friction performance of a brake. By using image software, Image-J software (NIH, USA), the area fractions of SiC, Si and Cf/C regions are estimated and summarised in Table 1. It is apparent that the fraction of SiC/Si regions on the brake disc surface of Brake-H is over 3 times of that of Brake-L. Therefore, it is interesting to know how the difference had influenced the brake’s friction
Friction performance of a brake is tightly associated to the pad as well. A representative OM image of as-polished surface of a pad is shown in Figure 4. The main constituents, such as steel and copper are distinguished easily and labelled in the image. Other constituents as fillers, abrasives, lubricants and binders cannot be recognized clearly in an OM image. However, the typical chemical elements were detected with EDXS, and the results are summarized in Table 2. It should be noted that, due to the highly heterogeneous nature of a friction material, the quantitative value for each element is informative only, which can become the key sources of chemical footprints on a friction surface. As noted, a significant amount of Fe, Cu, C and O exist inside the pad.

### 3.2. Friction in ambient air

The averaged friction coefficient measurement for each braking stop is presented in Figure 5, including test in ambient air and water spray environment. The variation of friction coefficient will be examined, along with the friction surface topography and microstructure.

*(i)Friction coefficient in ambient air*

As shown in Figure 5, the measurement for both Cₚ/C-SiC composite brakes rose from a level of low to high by approximately following a parabolic shape, as braking stop number increased. This characteristic trend at bedding stage was demonstrated in a previous study. For Brake-H, the friction coefficient measurement started with a level of ~0.3, followed by a
steady ascending to a level around 0.47 after ~100 braking stops. Subsequently, further braking execution had little change of friction coefficient measurement, and a level of ~0.47 was maintained till after 180 executions. From the 181\textsuperscript{st} to 200\textsuperscript{th}, the measurement showed a further, but small rise to another fairly stable level of ~0.51. For Brake-L, a similar ascending trend was observed from the start to the 85\textsuperscript{th} execution, and a stable friction coefficient of ~0.4 was since maintained till the end of test in ambient air.

Based on the observation above, we can phenomenologically describe the variation of averaged friction coefficient, $\bar{\mu}$, versus the braking stop number, $n$, by using a standard parabolic equation:

$$\bar{\mu} = an^2 + bn + c$$ (2)

where $a$, $b$ and $c$ are parameters. To quantitatively compare the friction performance of the two composite brakes at the bedding stage, measurements at this stage are fitted to eq. (2), and parameters $a$, $b$ and $c$ for each brake are summarised in Table 3. The coordinate of the vertex of a parabola is (167, 0.5) and (115, 0.42) for Brake-H and Brake-L, respectively. The following points can therefore be drawn:

(a) The $\bar{\mu}$ at vertex represents the friction coefficient level at stable friction. Brake-H gave 19\% higher friction coefficient than Brake-L. The predicted CoF ratio between Brake-H and Brake-L is 1.19, which is just inside the ratios of true asymptote shown in Figure 4: 1.18 and 1.28 for the first stable friction coefficient of 0.47 and the second one of 0.51, respectively, for
Brake-H.

(b) Brake-H took 45% more braking stops than brake-L to achieve a stable friction.

It is interesting to see that, when tested against same organic pad materials under same braking conditions, the composite disc that consisted of more than 2 times higher SiC/Si took more braking executions to achieve a stable friction, and likewise provided slightly higher level of friction coefficient. Friction force for a friction couple should include the adhesion forces existing on all friction contact regions if the friction is dictated by an adhesion mechanism\textsuperscript{29}, and the ploughing resistance if a ploughing process is included. When the friction surfaces are flattened by polishing before test, it should be a reasonable assumption that friction of this friction couple is predominantly dictated by adhesion, and the CoF can therefore be expressed as following equation:

$$\bar{\mu}(n) = \frac{\lambda \sum_{i=1}^{m} s_i}{S} = \lambda f(n)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\lambda$ is adhesion force per area of each friction contact region, $s_i$ area of each contact region, $S$ nominal area of friction contact interface, and $f$ fraction of total contact regions out of the friction contact interface. $\lambda$ ought to be a constant for a given braking condition, $f$ should be a function of braking stop number $n$ at bedding stage, because the number of contact region, $m$, and the area of each contact region, $s_i$, tend to increase as bedding proceeds. At bedded stage, the friction contact regions become stable, leading to a constant friction coefficient. According to this analysis and the observed ratio of friction coefficient between the two brakes, Brake-H
ought to have higher fraction of friction contact region than Brake-L, and the results of friction surface examination are shown below.

(ii) Friction surface after bedding and friction contact area

Representative OM and SEM images of the friction surfaces of the composite discs, subjected to 200 braking stops in air, are shown in Figure 6. On both surfaces, transferred materials were clearly deposited in SiC+Si regions either as a continuous layer on top of the regions, as shown in Figure 6(a), or as fillers in crevices or craters that were likely formed through surface fracture during braking, as shown in Figure 6(b). It seems that the whole SiC/Si regions were in full friction contact during braking, based on this observation. In the C_f/C regions, transferred materials were deposited in a patched manner. Some became part of load bearing regions, along with carbon materials - particularly most of the exposed carbon fibres, but some were fairly powdery, which unlikely bore any load, or in contact with pad surface.

The observation shows that the change of SiC+Si content in the composites has little influence on the deposition of transferred materials on friction surfaces. The load bearing regions, or the contacted areas, included all SiC+Si regions, and part of the C_f/C regions. Most of these load-bearing contact regions on a fully bedded surface show white grey or dark grey contrast under OM imaging conditions. By using Image-J, the fraction of friction contact area on a brake disc is estimated as 76.8±8.3% and 57.2±10.5% for Brake-H and Brake-L, respectively. The estimation gives a load bearing area ratio, \( \frac{f_H}{f_L} \), of 1.34 for the disc in Brake-H to that in Brake-L, just slightly larger than the upper bound of ratio of friction
coefficient ($\tilde{\mu}^H / \tilde{\mu}^L$), indicating the averaged friction coefficient of a braking stop is proportional to the fraction of friction contact regions, as predicted by eq.(3).

On the other hand, it is necessary to examine the friction surface of the pads. Representative OM and SEM images of friction surface of the organic pad, subjected to 200 braking stops by testing against the Cf/C-SiC composite disc in Brake-H, are presented in Figure 7. Three types of regions can be distinguished based on the contrast of the secondary electron image: white grey, dark grey and black, associated to copper and/or iron, silicon and oxygen, and carbon, respectively. The friction surface had been fully bedded, except ~20% voids remained, as estimated from OM images by using Image-J. It is clear that the friction contact area on a pad surface was larger than that on a composite brake disc. Therefore, it should be a reasonable assumption that friction coefficient at bedded stage was dictated by the friction contact area on a composite disc.

As evidenced, all SiC/Si regions seem to be in friction contact during braking, it is therefore possible to estimate the fraction of friction contact area in Cf/C regions at bedded stage by following eq. (3). With the measurements shown in Table 1 and the measured fraction, 76.8±8.3% and 57.2±10.5%, of all friction contact regions on a brake disc in Brake-H and Brake-L respectively, we have estimated that 50.6% and 48.0% of Cf/C regions was in friction contact in Brake-H and Brake-L, respectively. The fairly close estimation implies that bedding had similar impact on all Cf/C regions in developing load bearing regions by either depositing transferred
materials or abrasion. The fact that nearly half of surface of C/C regions might have contributed the friction contact during braking should be the main reason that SiC/Si content in a composite brake disc had a disproportionately impact on measurement of averaged friction coefficient of a braking stop.

It is not possible yet here to provide direct evidence why the Brake-H needed more braking stops for the bedding, owing to no systematic examination was done on the friction surfaces at bedding stage. The possible reasons can be speculated only: (a) different bedding speed of friction surface of a pad when it was tested against different brake disk; (b) different bedding speed in SiC/Si regions, probably owing to the significantly larger real contact pressure applied on SiC/Si regions in Brake-L, comparing to Brake-H, which could promote the bedding on both friction surfaces of brake disc and pad. Nonetheless, further experimental investigation is needed in order to have better understanding and sound conclusions.

3.3 Friction performance in water spray environment

(i) Friction coefficient

The averaged friction coefficient for each braking stop is presented in Figure 8 for the segment tested in water spray environment only. When water spray was applied, the friction coefficient dropped instantly to a level less than 0.2, more than 50% fall from a level at bedded stage. As the test continued with more braking stops added, the fall carried on, but in a decelerated trend.

The diagram shown in Figure 8 can be visually divided into two regimes. For Brake-H, region-I
corresponds to the first 8 braking stops, indicating a clear fall trend of friction coefficient from 0.165 to 0.05, followed by a fairly stable friction at a level around 0.05, called region-II. For Brake-L, the region-I extended to a braking number of 14, showing a fall of friction coefficient from 0.19 to 0.095 before reaching to region-II. Both regimes are labelled in Figure 8.

Between the two brakes, there is little difference in variation pattern of friction coefficient with braking stop number, but friction coefficient for brake-H was always 0.05-0.07 smaller than that for Brake-L. For both brakes, the stable friction coefficient under wet testing conditions, 0.05 for Brake-H and 0.095 for Brake-L, is well below an expected level for a brake that is suitable for road vehicles. Following the adhesion model shown in eq.(2), one would expect that the friction contact area in Brake-H would be smaller than that in Brake-L, which will be examined and analysed below for the truth.

To eliminate any other factors that could cause such poor wet friction performance, we tested a cast iron brake disc against the same pad under same testing conditions. The friction coefficients are plotted in Figure 9 from bedding to bedded stage in air, followed by water spray. The brake was bedded quickly in ambient air. When water spray was applied, a stable friction was maintained in a same level as that after bedding. In fact, there was a fast increase of friction coefficient from 0.4 to 0.5 for braking stops after water spray was applied; a further increase to a level around 0.55 to 0.67 was observed as braking continued under such conditions. One may attribute (a) the high friction coefficient to the higher braking pressure used in this study, and (b) a reinforced ploughing friction mechanism that was demonstrated by clear ploughing grooves
left on friction surface of cast iron. The earlier one might not have significant impact as the braking pressure is still inside the regime of braking pressure used by brakes of normal automotive vehicles. However, the later one could have more dominant impact as organic pad used for carbon ceramic brake disc is expected to be harder, which can plough the hardened surface of cast iron in a cold environment. Nonetheless, further understanding of cast iron brake’s friction is out of the range of this paper, and a quantitative study is needed.

The comparative study does suggest that neither testing conditions nor pad itself had any critical contribution to the poor wet friction performance of a ceramic composite brake. The problem ought to be ceramic composite disc itself, and non-boundary friction was hence reinforced due to the existence of water. Therefore, the following analysis will focus on the composite disc, including tomography and microstructure of its friction surface, as well as necessary conditions for non-boundary friction during braking.

(ii) Impact of sliding speed on friction performance in water spray environment

If water spray during braking brings the non-boundary friction, i.e. hydrostatic friction, into the process, i.e. water acts as a lubricant between contact surfaces of a brake, sliding speed of the friction pair should have a significant impact on the coefficient friction, which can be demonstrated by plotting the friction coefficient against the velocity ($v$), or a parameter including velocity, viscosity of lubricant ($\eta$), and contact pressure ($p$). This type of plot is widely called Stribeck plot.
For each braking stop, the sliding speed started from the highest and ended at the lowest. Having $\eta = 8.9 \times 10^{-4}$ Pa.s$^3$ for water and $p$ as the nominal pressure of braking, we can plot the instantly logged friction coefficient inside a braking stop against $\log(V\eta/p)$. Representative plots are shown in Figure 10 (a) and (b) for Brake-H and Brake-L, respectively.

From the shape of the curves, the following points can be drawn:

(a) Around the low sliding speed end with smaller values of $\log(V\eta/p)$, which was near the end of each braking stop, there was no a plateau showing that friction coefficient was insensitive to sliding speed. This fact implies that there was no full boundary friction (also called boundary lubrication), during braking for all braking stops of both brakes.

(b) Around the higher sliding speed end with larger values of $\log(V\eta/p)$, which was around the start of each braking stop, most curves had not reached a flattened stage, apart from a large fluctuation among the data, which is deemed due to vibration of testing rig at high rotation speed. However, as the braking number increased to 20, there was a tendency to become flattened, and this tendency became more obvious for Brake-H. Such flattening, or even slightly ascending trend, implies that hydrodynamic friction (also called hydrodynamic lubrication) tended to become in dominant at the initial stage of braking when enough braking stops were applied in water spray environment.

(c) In between the low and high speed regime, all braking stops showed a continuous fall
of friction coefficient as the sliding speed, or \( \log(V\eta/p) \), increased. Such trend indicates without ambiguity that the friction in this region was governed by a mixed mechanism of boundary and hydrodynamic friction, and the friction surfaces had a partial contact only. As the braking proceeded, contribution by hydrodynamic friction reduced continuously, and boundary friction increased at the same time, owing to the reduction of sliding speed.

Based on the above analysis, it is apparent that water spray immediately changes full boundary friction operated in ambient air into partial boundary one, and the appearance of hydrodynamic friction brings the friction coefficient down significantly. To understand the variation of averaged friction coefficient with the number of braking stop and the difference between Brake-H and Brake-L, we need to examine the friction surface further.

(iii) Topography of friction surface

The measurements of surface roughness, arithmetic average roughness (Ra), of a friction surface after testing in wet environment are presented in Figure 11 for both disc and pad of a brake. For Brake-H, the Ra of the disc friction surface increased from 1.8 to 2.1 \( \mu \)m when the test in wet was started. As the test proceeded, there was little change, whilst the standard deviation increased from the first to the last braking stop. The Ra for the pad had virtually no change, maintaining a level of 4.1-4.3\( \mu \)m. For Brake-L, it seems the Ra of the brake disc had a little reduction from \(~1.0\) \( \mu \)m to a level between 0.8 \( \mu \)m and 0.9 \( \mu \)m after wet tests. The Ra of the friction surface of pad reduced from 3.5 to 2.8 \( \mu \)m when the water spray was applied,
but increased to 3.5 μm at the end of wet test.

It is noted that the measurements of Ra had a large variation, accompanied by a large standard deviation. This might be due to a fact that the composites for both brake disc and pad are highly heterogeneous at a macro-scale level, which is comparable to the sampled range by the stylus. It is therefore highly likely that one measurement was heavily weighted by one particular feature on the surface. For instance, the voids and friction plateaus can contribute differently from one measurement to another. Having this accounted, and based on the measurement of the Ra, we don’t believe that water spray had any radical change of the surface tomography in such large scale, i.e. the friction plateaus developed through bedding in ambient air were approximately maintained in the same format. The only exception is that the Ra for composite H had small increase after the wet tests probably due to the removal of transfer materials, particularly these deposited in C/Cr regions. If the hydrodynamic lubrication had associated with roughness of friction surface at such a scale, the variation of friction coefficient with the sliding speed would not have varied, or even showed an increasing trend, from one braking stop to another one. Assume each braking cycle removes a certain amount of friction transfer layer off from the friction surface, and the consequence of this a cyclical dynamic braking process would make the friction surface rougher, leading to more boundary friction and therefore increased friction coefficient.

Under such circumstance, the fall of friction coefficient with braking stop in water spray must be associated to the change of friction contact regions, rather than the macro-scale
topographic structure of friction surface. For the composite disc, these plateaus were identified in section 3.2, and are examined further after braking in water spray environment.

(iv) Friction plateaus in water spray environment

Images (a-f) in Figure 12 show the microstructure of the friction surface of a composite disc in brake-H, intercepted after various numbers of braking execution in water spray. The transferred materials deposited at the bedded stage were largely wiped off, and SiC regions were subjected to continuous polishing.

Compared to the friction surface after bedding shown in Figure 12(a)) after bedding, the SiC, Si and C_{f}/C regions after first braking stop were all exposed under OM imaging conditions, as labelled in Figure 12(b), showing most of the deposited friction transfer materials, were not bonded strong enough on the surface. It is noted that some transferred materials were still left in Si regions, or inside voids on surface of C_{f}/C regions. The friction surface shows a rough morphology, largely defined by the tomography of the composite surface. As a key surface feature in SiC regions, the mechanical deformation kinks, developed during multiple braking in air, were still discernible.

After 3 braking stops, the change in Si and C_{f}/C regions was limited, but the mechanical deformation kinks became less discernible on the surface of SiC regions, as shown in Figure 12(c). After 8 braking stops, the surface of SiC became further smoothened without deformation kinks visible, apart from small voids, as shown in Figure 12(d). It is also noted
that the exposed Si regions had transferred materials covered again up to this stage, showing dark-grey patches in SiC regions. As the braking continued, the polishing process just carried on, and SiC regions became even smoother, making voids on the surface become smaller and fewer, evidencing a significant polishing-off of the SiC surface without introducing any further surface cracking damage, as shown in Figure 12 (e-f). There was little change in all Si regions, as they were covered by transfer materials, as well as in all Cf/C regions where no transferred materials firmly deposited, apart from powdery debris.

The brake disc of Brake-L experienced similar changes during braking under the same wet conditions. A representative image is shown in Figure 12(g) on the morphology of friction surface after 20 braking stops. SiC and Cf/C regions were clearly exposed; Si regions were covered by transferred materials.

The chemical composition on the friction surface was examined by EDXS, and representative spectrum acquired from SiC and Si is shown in Figure 13(a) and (b) respectively. In a SiC region, no other chemical elements were detected apart from Si and C, indicating no transferred materials on SiC surface. In a Si region, Cu/Zn and O detected along with Si, indicating a cupper/zinc containing friction layer was maintained on the surface of Si with strong bonding. The lack of other main chemicals from the pad, such as Fe, implies that copper and silicon might have been fused together in a favoured manner, as noted in previous research\textsuperscript{16}. The enriched O peak implies that, not only the friction transfer layer might have been oxidised, but also plenty of oxygen dissolved in Si region as well, which was evidenced
in reference 16. In a C\textsubscript{f}/C region, Si, O and C were the main chemical elements on the surface, indicating that the powdery debris were from the pad with chemical composition closer to silicates, which are used in pad as fillers.

The observation has demonstrated that SiC/Si regions were the main load bearing, or friction contact, regions on a composite brake disc surface. Whilst some carbon fibres might have contributed the friction contact area, the fraction was relatively small, and is not accounted in the following analysis, as a approximation. Hence, the real pressure applied on the contact regions should be largely determined by the fraction of SiC/Si regions on a friction surface. By using the real pressure, rather than the nominal pressure, the Stribeck curves can be re-plotted. Representative ones are shown in Figure 10(c). From this plot, we can infer that the higher coefficient for Brake-L in spray water environment is largely due to the higher contact pressure on friction plateaus during braking, comparing to those in Brake-H, as indicated by the nearly linear trend of the shaded straight bar.

As shown above, SiC/Si regions were the main friction contact on surface of a ceramic composite disc to govern the friction performance. Therefore, the boundary friction conditions must be associated to the surface topography in these regions. During braking, two phenomena, removal of transferred materials and surface polish, observed on surface of these regions can reduce boundary friction and concurrently reinforce hydrodynamic friction. First, the remove of friction transfer materials could change either adhesion or conformability between friction surfaces of pad and disc, or both, due to the chemicals on the friction surface become more inert.
and the increase of surface Young modulus. Secondly, the polish can directly reduce the height of asperities in these regions, making boundary contact less likely due to pressures on each asperity is reduced, and hydrodynamic friction becomes more sustainable even under relatively lower sliding speed. This is deemed to be the main reason for the observation that a gradual fall of friction coefficient for a braking stop when the braking stop number increased in water spray environment, as shown in regime-I in Figure 8.

4. Summary

A comparative study of friction performance through consecutive braking a disc against an organic pad under the same braking conditions that are closer to brakes in automobiles, a stable friction coefficient is achieved in ambient air environment for a brake consisting of a Cf/C-SiC composite disc with high fraction of SiC/Si (~53.1%), and another one with low fraction of SiC/Si (~17.7%). The level of average friction coefficient for a braking stop is 0.52 for the brake with high fraction of SiC/Si and 0.4 for the one with low fraction. Contribution to the friction measurements is largely determined by the friction contact regions during braking. Observation and analysis show that, after bedding, all SiC/Si regions, and about 50% Cf/C regions become in friction contact to provide friction force through an adhesion mechanism. Friction contact surface in SiC/Si regions includes exposed SiC, deposited transfer materials in crevices and voids, and transferred friction layer chemically bonded in Si areas; that in Cf/C regions comprises exposed carbon fibres and deposited friction transfer layer. SiC/Si fraction in a ceramic composite does not provide proportional contribution to
friction coefficient of a braking stop at after bedding. The brake with higher SiC/Si content takes more braking stops to achieve stable friction, but the reason behind remains unclear yet.

When the bedded brakes are tested in water spray environment, the friction coefficient for a braking stop immediately drops to a level <0.2; further repeated braking operation brings the level further down to <0.1. The mechanism by which a much lower friction coefficient is achieved for the ceramic composite brakes is due to the introduction of hydrodynamic friction into boundary friction when water is involved in the braking process, i.e. a mixed friction mode is given. Examination of friction surfaces shows that the hydrodynamic friction is strongly associated to SiC regions on friction surface. A continuous polishing of these regions by the repeated braking and a removal of friction transfer layer deposited in C/C regions further reinforce the hydrodynamic process, which leads to a continuous fall of friction coefficient when more braking stops are applied in water spray environment. Comparative study shows that the brake consisting of high SiC gives ~50% lower friction coefficient for each braking stop than the one with low SiC content. Analysis demonstrates that reduction of SiC leads to a higher real normal pressure that is applied on friction contact regions during friction, and hydrodynamic lubrication is therefore reduced.
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Figure 1  Drawing of (a) brake disc, and (b) pad used for braking study on a laboratory-scale dynamometer.
Figure 2  Schematically illustration of the water spray system attached to the braking test rig.
Figure 3  Optical microscopy images of as-polished surface of carbon ceramic composite disc in (a) Brake-H, and (b) Brake-L. The constituents are labelled in the image.
Figure 4  Optical microscopy images of as-polished surface of organic pad. The main constituents are labelled in the image.
Figure 5  Averaged friction coefficient of each braking stop for two ceramic composite brake discs tested against same organic pad in ambient air from braking stop number 1 to 200, and in water spray from 201 to 215.
Figure 6  Representative OM (a and c)) and SEM (c and d)) images of friction surface of a C/C-SiC composite brake disc, subjected 200 braking stops against an organic pad in ambient air for Brake-H (a-b) and Brake-L (c-d). Both brakes were fully bedded.
Figure 7 Representative (a) OM and (b) SEM images of friction surface of an organic pad tested against a C/CF-SiC composite disc, subjected to 200 braking stops, in Brake-H. The primary chemicals in white grey, dark grey, and black region in SEM image include copper/iron enriched, silicon and oxygen enriched, and carbon respectively, and the corresponding regions are labelled in OM image.
Figure 8  Averaged friction coefficient of each braking stop for two ceramic composite brake discs tested against same organic pad in water spray straight forward after bedding test in ambient air.
Figure 9  Averaged friction coefficient of each braking stop for a cast iron brake discs tested against an organic pad in ambient air from braking stop number 1 to 200, and in water spray from 201 to 220.
Figure 10 Representative plots of friction coefficient versus Stribeck number $\log \frac{V\eta}{P}$ where $p$ is the nominal pressure in (a) Brake-H and (b) Brake-L under water spray conditions. (c) Friction coefficient versus Stribeck number $\log \frac{V\eta}{P}$ where $p$ is the estimated real pressure applied on SiC/Si regions.
Figure 11  Roughness of Ra measured on the disc and pad fraction surfaces of (a) Brake-H (a) and (b) Brake-L (b) after 200 braking stops in ambient air, and 1 and 8 stops in water spray.
Figure 12 OM images of the friction surface developed on C\textsubscript{f}/C-SiC discs after different braking stop number under water spray conditions. (a) fully bedded friction surface before test in wet; (b)-(f) after 1, 3, 8, 12 and 20 braking stops, respectively, of disc friction surface of Brake-H in water spray environment. (g) OM image of disc friction surface of Brake-L after 20 braking stops in water spray environment.
Figure 13 Representative EDXS spectrum acquired from a SiC and Si region respectively, on a fraction surface of a brake disc in Brake-H after 8 braking stops in water spray environment.
Table 1 Quantitatively estimated area fraction of main constituents on as-finished friction surfaces of carbon ceramic composite disc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SiC</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>C//C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brake</td>
<td>41.78±5.8</td>
<td>11.34±4.8</td>
<td>47.28±6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brake-H</td>
<td>11.6±6.3</td>
<td>6.1±4.1</td>
<td>82.3±10.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2  Chemical composition on as-finished surface of a pad, detected with EDXS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical element</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>Mg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight %</td>
<td>33.0±10.5</td>
<td>22.4±8.8</td>
<td>11.9±2.9</td>
<td>15.4±4.2</td>
<td>1.6±1.6</td>
<td>2.1±0.8</td>
<td>2.0±1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parameter</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>R²</td>
<td>CoF_{max}</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brake H</td>
<td>-6x10^{-6}</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.9522</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brake L</td>
<td>-5x10^{-5}</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>0.9432</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>